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Find a last minute beach escape with liligo.com

liligo.com, the most comprehensive travel search engine in Europe, is here to help tardy 
travellers  who haven’t  planned their  summer holidays yet  but  are dreaming of  a beach 
escape. Using the Deal Map, one of liligo.com exclusive features, travellers can find last 
minute flights less than 3 hours from London to the seaside starting from £65 in July and 
£93 in August.

There’s nothing like a refreshing and relaxing trip to the seaside. From Portugal’s southern coast to 
Croatia, stopping by Italy and France on the way, your dreams of white sand and turquoise waters 
can come true when you use the Deal Map. To get inspired, start by choosing your departure city 
and month, your maximum budget, flight duration and the desired temperature in your destination.

What’s the best part about liligo.com’s Deal Map? It’s a meta-tool, which means that it includes all 
the travel offers on the web, making it even easier to find the best deals on the web.

Best beach destinations from London*

Destination Less than Airline
£100

Faro (Portugal) £89 Thomsonfly
Malaga (Spain) £79 Thomsonfly
Nice (France) £65 Norwegian Air
Valetta (Malta) £79 Thomsonfly
Ibiza (Spain) £93 Monarch Air

Marseille (France) £61 Ryanair
£250

Split (Croatia) £159 Wizz Air
Menorca (Spain) £180 easyJet

Funchal (Portugal) £109 Thomsonfly
Palermo (Italy) £130 easyJet
Alghero (Italy) £122 Ryanair
Nice (France) £111 Monarch Air

*Price per person all taxes included for return journeys departing from London.



About liligo.com
liligo.com is the first travel search engine to integrate hundreds of sites (travel agencies, airlines including 70  
low cost, tour operators, hotels chains, booking centres, car hire agencies…) and allows travellers to access  
all  available  online  travel  solutions,  sorted  and  presented  objectively.  Comprehensive,  exhaustive,  
transparent, liligo.com is dedicated to helping the user find their holidays as simply as possible. liligo.com is  
available in 13 countries and attracts almost 3 million unique visitors a month.
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